
The Best Attention and Emotion AI 

Platform

Mission

Make technology 

more human

180+ customers in 

core business
50% partners, 

30% media, 20% 

brands

Unique Dataset

200B+ emotion & attention 

events measured in total in 

78 countries

Industry leaders 

Our tech is more accurate 

than all our competitor’s

Biggest culturally sensitive 

AI training set in the world

Talented People

75+ employees

40+ in R&D

World’s leading tech

620M human annotated labels

13 patents granted, 26 pending



Who We Are

Realeyes makes technology more human.

We are leaders in Computer Vision and 

Emotion AI.

We are experts in helping technology 

understand and adapt to human emotion 

and behavior.

We are pioneers in this field with the 

strongest AI Technology and IP Position.



Privacy safe

Facial coding* running fully on-device, no images 

are stored, recorded or transferred

Global

Most advanced, highest performing culturally 

sensitive attention and emotion tracking at scale

Beyond eyes on screen

Quality of attention that considers yawning, 

drinking, eating and many other activities

True experience

Via any front facing camera on mobile or desktop, 

without calibration or movement restrictions

*Realeyes does not do facial recognition or 

identification.

Algorithms are loaded on device and process emotions locally. 

No images or video is ever stored nor leave the device.

World-first tech just 

launching



‾ Give leaders real time feedback on attention 

levels and emotional state of the audience, without 

compromising privacy

‾ Provide course Content Analytics with second-

by-second diagnostics to optimize engagement 

and completion

‾ Enforce presence and boost attention on 

content and get definitive proof of completion

This revolutionary 

technology can:



Dashboards & Analysis

While real-time interaction is a vital part of our Realeyes 

technology, data from our backend dashboards can also be 

used to determine overall engagement in a group once a 

presentation or training has completed. Detailed information 

comparing high and low points of presence and attention can 

indicate the material that receives the most or least positive 
responses in a session.

These interactive dashboards can be set up to indicate a 

range of emotional responses to all materials presented during a 

session as well. Meaning that not only does this live 

dashboard show you the presence and attention levels of a group, 

but their various emotional responses as well. This data can be 

examined to study and understand the response and engagement 

of an entire group and for specific individuals as well.  Be able to 

use this data should there be a need for proof that someone not 

only attended but also paid attention to the materials for 

compliance purposes.

Analysis: Know how the quality of your presentations 

compares to that of other online trainings you've done, your 

organization has done, or even compared at an industry-wide 

level. This allows for growth and adaptation in content to build 

more engaging and successful future training sessions, sales 



‾ Online learning, meetings and conferences are here to stay and 
used now more than ever.

‾ Many organizations have increased their Remote Workforce 

and consider this as the new norm.

‾ In a video conference setting, know for sure who is “out there”. 

Presence detection will tell you if a participant is paying 
attention.

‾ Be confident that your attendees are paying attention and 

know that you are reaching them.

‾ Ability to Improve Leadership/Content - Attention 

detection lets leaders monitor the level of attention 

throughout an entire session for individuals as well as the 

entire group.

‾ Have a sense of a ‘live’ conference experience by 

understanding how an individual participant or the group is 

reacting to presented materials in real time. Only when you 

have this human connection can you truly be engaged with 

your group and be able to respond accordingly.

Why now?



Why Choose 
Realeyes?

A holistic assessment of attention and a wide range of human 
emotions such as happiness, sadness, confusion, disgust, etc., can be detected 
by using REALEYES emotion AI technology which relies on accurately 
recognizing human emotional responses to any visual stimuli.

‾ The technology used relies on only detecting the presence of a human 
face. A person’s actual identity is never identified and cannot be 
recorded.

‾ Tracking happens fully on device and since no images leave the 
device, an individual’s complete privacy is ensured.

‾ Works with any front facing camera on mobile or desktop

‾ People and the device can move freely without impact on accuracy

‾ No calibration is required at any point

‾ Accuracy of REALEYES’ Emotion AI is unparalleled

‾ REALEYES uses a human annotated video database comprised of 
more than 620 million AI training labels; machine learning continues
to enhance the accuracy of the data.

‾ Adaptable– can be customized to meet the needs of any organization.



Presence detection

Attention detection

Human emotions detection

Real-time feedback (standard dashboard)

Real-time feedback (customized dashboard)

Interactive dashboards

Post-session reports (standard)

Post-session reports (customized)

Post-session reports (customizable)

Comparison data w/in organization

Comparison data to specified norms outside organization

Comparison data to specified groups outside organization



Contacts:

Barry Coleman

Kara Vega

Joshua Ball

Dennis May

Szabolcs Benke 

learning@realeyesit.com

realeyesit.com

Contact | Realeyes

Feel free to reach out to our team for any further 

inquiries!



FAQs for Realeyes Learning & Development Technology

• Q: Who is REALEYES?

• A: REALEYES is a world leader in Computer Vision and Emotion Detecting AI. We are pioneers in this field with the strongest AI 
Technology and IP position in the industry. We are experts in helping technology understand and adapt to human emotion and 
behavior.

• Q: What video platform does this technology require?

• A: It can be used with any video platform regardless of brand ( i.e. Zoom, MS Teams, Google Meet, Webex, Bule Jean Network, 
etc.) It can be adapted to custom or bespoke video platforms, as well.

• Q: REALEYES claims to recreate the ‘in-person’ experience for online classrooms/ meetings. How does that happen?

• A: By using our technology, a presenter, teacher or trainer can be notified in real time via drop-down visual notification if any 
participants leave the room, if they lose attention or if they get confused. This replicates the power of perception a presenter would 
have if they were giving the session in-person. This gives the presenter the power to stop the presentation and reframe the 
materials for better understanding, or simply change the meeting tempo to bring back the group’s attention. In this way, we can 
bring online learning closer to the classroom experience and improve beyond it, in terms of effectiveness and emotional connection.

• Q: What kind of post-session analytics are available?

• A: With a standard reporting in the back-end dashboard, you can view Presence, Attention and Emotion measures for the entire 
recorded session, at the individual and group levels. You can use those measures to compare individuals over time, through multiple 
sessions. You can create reporting on group dynamics and overall levels of engagement. You can even find the exact moments in 
training sessions where attention was at its lowest and use that to improve the training materials or the delivery of the 
presentation.



• Q: Could this technology be used to improve compliance training?

• A: Yes. You can record Presence and Attention levels during training to verify the participant was present for the full time 
required and that they paid attention to critical training information.

• Q: What about privacy?

• A: Realeyes follows the highest level of privacy rules possible and relies on Facial Coding technology not Facial Recognition. A
person’s actual identity is never known to Realeyes and cannot be recorded in our systems. Processing happens fully on the 
device, and no video images are transmitted in the Realeyes tech, so an individual’s complete privacy is ensured.

• Q: Beyond Learning & Development, what other uses are suitable for REALEYES Emotion AI technology?

• A: Our technology is very flexible and can be leveraged for many different business cases that utilize any video conferencing or
streaming technology. It is especially great for use in virtual online conferences, general business meetings, sales pitches, and 
much more.


